Brill’s online platforms

Brill’s Online Resources 2015

BrillOnline Books & Journals
BrillOnline Reference Works
BrillOnline Bibliographies

BrillOnline Primary Sources
BrillOnline Dictionaries

NEW
• Compliant with current **industry standards**
  – DOI at title and chapter level for books and journals
  – OpenURL
  – COUNTER and SUSHI statistics
  – KBART compliant journal and book files

• Automated **permission service** (CCC’s RightsLink)

• **Admin tools** for library administrators
BrillOnline.com
Key benefits

• **Connecting you** to Brill’s rich resources in the humanities and related fields

• **State-of-the art platforms** including seamless searching across different subject areas & publication types

• **Customized purchase options** for different user segments and product types
Etymological Dictionary of the Slavic Inherited Lexicon

a conj. ‘and, but’

Languages

Church Slavic
East Slavic
West Slavic
South Slavic

Reconstruction

Balto-Slavic
Proto-Indo-European

Cognates

Baltic
Indo-European

Lith. ė 'and, but'
Skt. át (RV+) adv. 'afterwards, then, so';
Āv. āat adv. 'afterwards, then'

Citation: "A" from Etymological Dictionary of the Slavic Inherited Lexicon by Rick Derksen, Ph.D. (1996)
http://dictionaries.brillonline.com
Asian Studies | A Student's Dictionary of Classical and Medieval Chinese Online

**Scope** Chinese – English reference work for all those reading texts dating from the Warring States period through the Tang dynasty, and beyond

**Features & benefits**
- Arranged alphabetically by Pinyin romanization
- Extensive search options, including search by using Chinese characters

NEW 2015
Brill Online
E-Books

Subject

• Humanities and Social Sciences
• International Law and Human Rights
• Biology

Year

• Humanities and Social Sciences > 2007
• International Law and Human Rights > 2006

Series

• Volume 1 – current volume for Brill’s Studies in Intellectual History; Vetus Testamentum Supplements, Novum Testamentum Online
• Brill's Companions in Classical Studies Online
Scope English, German, French, Slavic, Italian, Dutch, Hispanic, Scandinavian, Baltic, Literature & Arts, Comparative Literature, World Literature, Translation Studies, Postmodernism, Postcolonial Studies
Brill Online
E-Books

- Over **5,000** e-books and over **200,000** chapters available
- Free **MARC 21** records enable integration into library catalog
- **COUNTER** compliant usage statistics
- **DOI** at title and chapter level
- Brill **MyBook** program
The Prague School of Linguistics and Its Influence on New Testament Language Studies

Author: Jan H. Kylstr

EIS: 9789004236400
Imprint: Brill
Print and series information

Subjects: Biblical Studies
Publication Year: 2013
Chapter DOI: 10.1165/9789004236400_009

The Language of the New Testament
Context, History, and Development

Editors: Stanley E. Porter and Andrew W. Pits
Subjects: Biblical Studies
Keywords: Linguistics; Greek; Atticism; Hellenistic; Classical; Koiné; New Testament
Publication Year: 2013
Book DOI: 10.1165/9789004236400
E-ISBN: 9789004236400
Print and series information

Collections: Biblical Studies, Ancient Near East and Early Christianity E-Books Online, Collection 2013

In The Language of the New Testament, Stanley E. Porter and Andrew W. Pits assemble an international team of scholars whose work has focused on the Greek language of the earliest Christians in terms of its context, history and development.
Brill Online
E-Books – purchase options

- Brill E-Book collections
- Special E-Book collections
- Brill E-Book series
- Brill Patron Select
- Brill Title Select
- Vendors
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Pricing model</th>
<th>Free MARC 21</th>
<th>DRM</th>
<th>License</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Brill E-Book Collections      | - Pre-packaged collection of titles by subject and copyright year           | - Humanities and Social Sciences  
- International Law and Human and Humanitarian Rights  
- Biology                                                                  | - Priced at 70% of price of same books in their printed format  
- Multiple purchase discounts available                                      | Yes           | No  | Outright Purchase               |
| Brill Special E-Book Collections | - All titles published within the series back to volume 1                    | - Brill’s Studies in Intellectual History Online  
- Vetus Testamentum Online  
- Novum Testamentum Supplements Online  
- Classical Companions I                                                      | - One-time fee for archive followed by (optional) annual instalment fee  
- Older titles are highly discounted compared to the printed version          | Yes           | No  | Outright Purchase               |
| Brill Patron Select           | - Brill’s PDA model  
- Library has access to all available E-Book titles of a specific collection(s) / year(s) | - Brill E-Book Collections  
- Brill Special E-Book Collections  
- Brill E-Book Series                                                        | - 1:1 with print price  
- 2 clicks chapter or E-Book = purchase                                       | Yes           | No  | Schedule added to Outright Purchase agreement |
| Brill Title Select            | - Brill’s Pick & Choose model  
- Library chooses titles à la carte                                            | Depends on titles ordered                                                                                                               | - 1:1 with print price  
- Download Order Form                                                         | Yes           | No  | Outright Purchase               |
| E-Book vendors                | Brill E-Books can be purchased and accessed through the following partners:  
- Cengage Learning (Questia)  
- Dawson (Dawsonera)  
- eBooks.com  
- Ebsco (formerly NetLibrary)  
- Ingram Digital (MyILibrary)  
- Proquest (including EBL, ebrary)                                           | All Brill E-Books but selection of titles varies per vendor                                                                            | - Vendor prices E-Book                                                                 | Varies per vendor | Yes | Varies per vendor
**Biblical Studies | Dead Sea Scrolls**

**Electronic Library - Biblical Texts**

**Scope** presents a complete Hebrew transcription and English translation of the Biblical texts, together with high-resolution images.

**Features & benefits**

- *all* biblical fragments are accessible; photos of the fragments, texts derived from the fragments in Masoretic order
- English translation from the texts on the fragments and full Hebrew Scripture

NEW 2015
Religious Studies | Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart Online

Scope
Bietet in 15.665 Artikeln und Teilartikeln einen fundierten Überblick über Religion und Religionen, wie sie gelebt und gedacht wurden und werden.

The Prize Papers Online 1: American Revolutionary War and Fourth Anglo-Dutch War

Prize Papers Online 1 contains approximately 7,000 interrogations of members of the crew of ships taken during the American Revolutionary War and Fourth Anglo-Dutch War (ca. 1775-1784). It shows images of each interrogation (of two, three, sometimes even six or more pages). Answers to the fourteen most researched questions are transcribed and stored in a searchable database.

Latin American Anarchist and Labour Periodicals Online

This collection contains the periodicals that have been accumulated by the Austrian Institute of Latin American Studies (AEIPLA) in its research on the Latin American Anarchist and Labour Movement.
Biblical Studies | Critical Editions of the New Testament Online

**Scope** principal critical editions of the Greek New Testament, including lists of variant readings, collections of manuscript transcriptions and collations from the late seventeenth to the early twentieth century

**Features & benefits**
- continuing value in biblical and textual scholarship
- two centuries of scientific and technical advance and of manuscript discoveries
History | Prize Papers Online: Atlas (OA title)

Scope offers the possibility to investigate a sample of the Prize Papers’ interrogations and is a map tool allowing users to search the data and create their own maps.

Features & benefits
- provides an insight in potential research possibilities
- create your own maps
- incl Sample of Prize Papers’
Barend Moses Spitzer

Age: 31
Rank: Jewish Merchant
Marital status: No data on form
Signature: Signed
Place of birth: Mikulov
Country of birth: Czech Republic
Place of residence: Suriname
Country of residence: Suriname

Ship name: William & Grace
Ship origin place: Charleston, SC

See also Prize Papers Online
Prize Papers Online example
In the fifth of the said additional Interrogatories this Dependent saith that Bulk was not broken during the Voyage in which the said Argentine was taken before she was so taken nor has been since her Capture as he knows of.

Sworn before me

In Presence of

George Bristeed
Notary Public
**History**

Prize Papers Online 2: Seven Years’ War and War of the Austrian Succession

**Scope** contains approximately 6,000 interrogations of members of the crew of ships taken during the War of the Austrian Succession and Seven Years’ War (ca. 1739-1763)

**Features & benefits**

- High quality images of each interrogation
- Easy access by use of metadata

NEW 2015
Theology|Archives of the Presbyterian Church of Cuba Online

Scope  the records of the Iglesia Presbiteriana-Reformada en Cuba (IPRC) and predecessor Presbyterian churches and missions in Cuba

Features & benefits
• complete run of Heraldo Cristiano
• periodicals Juprecu and Su Voz
• early mission records, session minutes and membership/baptism/marriage/death records, minutes of men’s, women’s, and youth groups, photographs

NEW 2015
History | U.S. Intelligence on Europe, 1945-1995

Scope

- Declassified U.S. Government (CIA, NSA, DoD) documents, 1945-1995 (> 4,000 documents)
- U.S. intelligence community’s activities in Europe, incl. Eastern Europe, Turkey and Cyprus
- from the end of World War II to the fall of the Iron Curtain and beyond

Features & benefits

- Auxiliary aids
- Highlights Berlin Crisis; 1973 oil embargo; Cyprus invasion; French Force de frappe; Baader-Meinhof group; French war in Algeria; Anti-nuclear groups; and more
- FREE MARC21

NEW 2015

Collection: U.S. Intelligence on Europe, 1945-1995
Type: Title
Author: Army-Navy Electronic Evaluation Group
Date: 1953
Match: Text

Text: ...EMPLEHOF AIRDROME, BERLIN, AND AN/TPS-19'S IN WEST GERMANY. TERRAL INFORMATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED INDICATING THE USE OF GERMANY. AND MOSCOW STILL REMAIN THE ONLY TWO AREAS S BEEN VISUALLY OBSERVED. SUAL L-BAND SIGNALS WERE INTERCEPTED BY THE 9492ND TSU AT MANY. THESE RADAR-TYPE SIGNALS, HEARD ON ......

British Army, Report, Intelligence Review :: Czechoslovakia, Poland and Scandinavia, May 1, 1947, Top Secret, NARA.

Collection: U.S. Intelligence on Europe, 1945-1995
Type: Title
Author: British Army
Date: 1947
Match: Text
History | U.S. Intelligence on Europe, 1945-1995

PART I
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

In our Review of October - November 1946 we reported that a re-organisation of the Czechoslovak Intelligence Services was under consideration. We are now reliably informed that the Government has agreed in principle to the establishment of an intelligence directorate as part of the Prime Minister’s office. General BANÍK, who is still considering the offer made to him, is “paving” the control of Military Intelligence as well as that of the Ministry of the Interior. Colonel KIEZIN, chief of the O.S.2., opposes this control, but he is unpopular and may be forced into accepting it, although he is thought to have Soviet backing. Meanwhile a beginning has been made with the reorganisation of the Intelligence Services of the Ministry of the Interior (Section 5/VII) by the dismissal of Captain POČORNÍK who had succeeded General BANÍK as head of that section.

POČORNÍK’s activities as well as those of some of his colleagues have been criticized both in Parliament and in the Press and the dismissal of at least one other high official is believed to be imminent.

REGRADED

2. Communist Party
a) Večer KÚSBERKY, the Communist Minister of the Interior, is reported to have made the following remarks regarding the difficulties now confronting the Party

“Some of our most important sections, the followers of the old line and the radical youth groups, want to force us to return to an extreme point of view. To do so would mean that we should once again represent only the working class of the population and lose the bulk of our new sympathisers from other classes. If we wish to preserve ourselves as a national party, we have no choice but to rid ourselves of our extreme elements. Our goal is not revolution but socialisation and it we can achieve this by peaceful and democratic means, we intend to do so.”
History | Book Sales Catalogues Online

Scope

bibliography of book sales catalogues printed in the Dutch Republic before 1801. Access to some 3,750 digital facsimiles from ca. 50 libraries across Europe

Features & benefits

• Book Auctioning in the Dutch Republic (1599 - ca. 1800)
• major collections in the Netherlands, Germany, Great Britain, France, and Russia

NEW 2015
Middle East and Islamic Studies | Index Islamicus

**NEWS**

- Online updates 10 instead of 4 per year (*September 2015*)
- New design
- Fully Unicode compliant
- Continuous maintenance of older online records
- Inclusion of Arabic journals and Arabic language articles (2016)

**Scope** *Index Islamicus* is THE international classified bibliography of publications in European languages on all aspects of Islam and the Muslim world from 1906 onwards until present day.
As of 1 January 2014 Brill took over the international academic publishing house Editions Rodopi. Founded in 1966 in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Rodopi publishes over 130 titles per year in around 80 peer-reviewed book series and journals. Although the main language of publication is English, the multilingual list includes German, French, and Spanish. The backlist contains around 4,000 titles. New titles will be published under the imprint Brill | Rodopi.

**Main Subject Areas**
- Art and Music
- Cinema
- History
- History and Theory of Law
- History of Medicine
- History of Science
- Interdisciplinary Studies
- Linguistics
- Literature and Culture
- Philosophy
- Psychology
- Social and Political Sciences
- Theology
Thanks!

Questions?

Contact

Eva Wantzen

wantzen@brill.com